Monday, March 16, 2020
Morning Message
Dear First Grade Friends,
Today is Monday, March 16, 2020. Did you have a nice weekend? What did you do? I
had a very nice weekend hanging out with my dog Milly. We went for a hike!
This week we will learn more about fractions and telling time in math. We will also learn
about three new vowel teams oa, oe, and ow. In science we will discover more about ocean
animals and explore the sea!
I hope you all have a marvelous Monday!
Warmly,
Ms. Butz

Everyday Mathematics
1.) Warm Up: Mental Math and Fluency
-Draw a circle. Divide it into 2 equal shares. What would you call one of the parts? Half, 1 out of
2 parts, one-half
-Draw a rectangle. Divide it into 2 equal shares. What would you call both of the parts? Whole, 2
halves, 2 out of 2 parts
-Draw a rectangle. Divide it into 4 equal shares. What would you call one of the parts? 1 forth, 1
out of 4 parts, a quarter
2.) Telling time to the Half Hour:
Video: Telling Time
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rrayvaGIuMY
Video: Telling time on a clock!
https://numberock.com/lessons/telling-time-hour-half-hour/
3.) Lesson 8-8, Lesson 8-9:
-Complete Math Boxes on page 177
-Complete Math Boxes on Page 178
4.) Login into IXL (20mins):

https://www.ixl.com/signin/ecds
*Individualized math recommendations, based on what your child has been working on recently
will be available under the Learning and Recommendations tab.
Brain Break/Movement Activities
1.) GoNoodle: Boost Confidence, I can do that!
https://family.gonoodle.com/activities/i-can-do-that?utm_content=teacher&utm_medium=226225
01&utm_campaign=share_link&utm_term=i-can-do-that&utm_source=clipboard
2.) Yoga: Squish the Fish (A Cosmic Kids Yoga Adventure!)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LhYtcadR9nw

Fundations/Reading
1.) Warm Up: R-Controlled Vowels Video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T0xEzqRuBB4
2.) Three New Vowel Teams (oa, oe, ow): Today we will learn three new vowel teams that
say /o/. One of these vowel teams, ow, will also say /ou/. Because it makes two sounds
we will learn two two key words for ow.

Parents say the letter-keyword- sound and have your child echo.
oa-boat-/o/
oe-toe-/o/
For ow, we have two keywords because ow can say /o/ or /ou/.
ow-snow-/o/

ow-plow-/ou/
Vowel Team Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RitRiNfG5_I
3.) Center Worksheets: Foundational Skills, Write the Room (find words in easy reader
book), Sounds for -ed (Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BD3yvlm3dH4 ).

4.) Read Easy Reader Book
5.) Log into Reading Eggs!
https://readingeggs.com

Weekly Writing Assignment

In your fundations journal, describe ways you can help solve the problem of single-use
plastic. Explore Kids vs. Trash below to gather information. Use the Step Up to Writing handy
pages to plan your paragraph. Minimum of five sentences.
Kids vs. Trash:
https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/explore/nature/kids-vs-plastic/

Social Studies/Science: Ocean Habitat
1.) Oceans and Continents song:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gFIS3aLQPfs
2.) Explore: Why is our ocean so important to our Earth?
https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/explore/nature/habitats/ocean/

